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Abstract
The quality of education is largely determined by good school management by supervisors for a better quality of learning, not least in Vocational High Schools. This type of research is qualitative with a case study research design. The main target of this research is supervisors of vocational schools in the Padang city. This research is limited to describing qualitatively the supervision process and identifying the constraints that occur in supervision. The data source of this research is from key informants, purposively. Data collection techniques with interview and observation techniques. Data analysis by coding, linking and, interpreting themes. The results of the research are the low professionalism of school supervisors and the low appreciation of the school supervisor profession. The conclusion is that the constraints were basically the result of improper recruitment patterns and were exacerbated by weak control mechanisms.
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Introduction
Teachers are the key to the success of the quality of education in this country (Baehaqi, 2018). It takes creativity from a teacher in developing learning, both technology-based and optimizing existing resources in realizing the quality of vocational education learning, including in Vocational High Schools (Tasrif et al., 2020, 2021; Syah, & Tasrif, 2021; Syahmaidi et al., 2021). Furthermore, as professionals, teachers also need supervision and guidance in order to improve the implementation of the learning process they have been doing so far (Berislani, 2017). A teacher who is considered capable of carrying out his duties with the conditions they have fulfilled before they are appointed as a teacher still needs supervision from various parties (Grant, Graham, & Jones, 2017). From the research experience so far, the role of school supervisors, school principals, and teachers in managing education in schools has not been maximal. These problems, it can be indicated that teacher performance has not been maximized in improving their professionalism, so they need to be supported by supervisors and principals to foster, guide, train, and develop teacher abilities through academic supervision (Dibyantoro, 2017; Asakura, & Maurer, 2018; Aini, 2019; Evanofrita, Rifma, & Nellitawati, 2020).

But on the other hand, the academic supervision services carried out by supervisors and school principals are not in accordance with what the teachers themselves expect (Indrawati, Somantri, & Juarsa, 2017; Hidayat, 2019). Supervisors and school principals are the only auditors who check administrative completeness without providing guidance and guidance and training to teachers (Karmila, & Suchyadi, 2020). So that there are indications that the competence of supervisors is below expectations (Kok et al., 2018; Kervadec et al., 2019), in particular, supervisors are still considered weak in the field of academic
supervision (Mann, & Merced, 2018), and teachers stated that supervisors lack the skills needed to become an effective supervisor (Kaufman, Hughes, & Riccio, 2010; Hernández-González, Inza, & Lozano, 2016; Karomah, 2021), this condition is no exception in Vocational High Schools (Krisdayati, & Hariyati, 2020).

Vocational High Schools (VHS) have a different learning environment and climate from schools in general (Kusumaningrum et al., 2016; Ganefri et al., 20118; Tasrif, 2019), because curriculum guidance and learning targets make VHS have to be given different treatment (Jamila, et al., 2019). Graduates from VHS in Indonesia, including in the Padang city, are required to be able to compete in the world of work and be able to survive in the community with their competencies (Hidayat, 2015; Hidayat, 2017b; Hidayat et al., 2020). Besides that, through the competencies possessed by VHS graduates, they must be able to develop themselves to be able to become entrepreneurs (Ganefri et al., 2017; Hidayat, 2017a; Hidayat et al., 2018a; Ganefri et al., 2020), and open employment opportunities (Hidayat, & Yuliana, 2018). But in reality, based on data from the Central Statistics Agency as of February 2021, the graduates of Vocational High School (VHS) are still the highest compared to graduates of other education levels, namely 11.45 percent. This is very unfortunate considering that VHS graduates are prepared to be ready to work and become entrepreneurs, but empirical data shows the opposite, namely that the majority of VHS graduates are unemployed (Yulastri, & Hidayat, 2017; Hidayat et al., 2018b; Hidayat, 2017). et al., 2019a, 2019b, 2019c). One of the factors causing this problem to occur is the weak implementation of academic supervision carried out by supervisors at VHS (Tasrif, 2019).

The quite heavy task that this education supervisor should carry out will have implications for improving the quality of the world of education. The theoretical study, which is accompanied by comparisons with facts in the field and carried out through a preliminary study of Vocational High Schools in the Padang city, shows unsatisfactory facts. Based on observations, it shows that in general the arrival of supervisors at VHS is limited to formal visits to the principal and elements of school leadership, although sometimes class visits are also carried out but even then it is carried out only in passing. Initial surveys show that the current supervision process is still unsatisfactory, this is reflected in empirical data about the process of supervision that is carried out carelessly (Masful, 2017), it even seems that it is just fulfilling the obligation to come to school (Mesi, Sari, & Murniyati, 2018). Another fact shows that every teacher should teach with preparation and enthusiasm, but in fact, many come and just spend the lesson hours, this situation cannot be found quickly by supervisors (Mette et al., 2017; Pallawagau, Frihatin, & Suminar, 2017; Paul, Roy, & Roy-Chowdhury, 2018; Christmas, 2019).

This apprehensive condition based on the results of the Directorate of Manpower's research also shows the weak coordination between supervisors and school principals, resulting in sub-optimal supervision (Rahmiyati, 2019; Putra, 2021; Rahayu, 2021). The unprofessionalism of school supervisors in optimizing their role in schools can be caused by a number of factors (Rahabav, 2016). The ability of supervisors towards the 6 competencies required by government regulations has proven to be disappointing and needs immediate improvement, as can be seen in Figure 1.
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Based on Figure 1, shows that the score of mastery of personality competencies (69.5), social competence (63.5), managerial supervision competence (56.5), academic supervision competence (52.8), educational evaluation competence (58.2), and research development competencies (54.7). On the other hand, the role of education supervisors, especially for vocational high schools, is not only limited to "supervising" but should be more of supervision (Riyanto, 2017; Ruskala, 2021). So from the descriptive data on the mastery of the competence of school supervisors, it is very clear that during the supervision process there are several obstacles. This condition becomes very interesting for further study and investigation. Furthermore, from the previous explanation, it is very important to conduct research on the supervision process and identify the constraints that occur in supervision.

**Method**

This research is qualitative research designed in the form of case study research (Pranita, Kurniah, & Suprapti, 2018; Marohong, 2020). The research subjects of SMK supervisors in the Padang city are described in a qualitative descriptive form. This research is limited to describing qualitatively the process of supervision and identification of the obstacles that occur in the supervision of Vocational High Schools in Padang City. The data source of this research consisted of the main sources, namely two vocational school supervisors (P1 and P2). In addition, to enrich information and to cross-check or triangulate data, two stakeholders from the elements of teachers and school principals (S1 and S2) were used. Determination of the sources was done purposively. Data collection techniques using interview and observation techniques. Furthermore, data analysis performed by collecting data, coding, linking themes, and interpreting themes. The code used is a combination of letters and numbers, for example, WMD1P1 where W = interview, MD = Informant code (in this study there were four informants, namely MD, MJ, DM, and FZ), P = Supervisor, S = Stakeholder, while the numeric code (1, 2, 3 and so on) denotes 'the process to ...'

**Results and Discussions**

The results of the research on the supervision process and the obstacles that occur in the supervision of Vocational High Schools in the Padang city are obtained from the results of interviews, participant observation results, and document study results.

**Results of Interview**

The supervision process that is intended is to observe the supervision process carried out in relation to the professionalism of school supervisors. The review is more focused on academic supervision and the obstacles encountered. The results of the interview with P1 when asked about the target schools that must be served by the supervisor stated that each supervisor served 3 schools on average for managerial supervision, while for academic supervision according to the rules the ratio was 40 teachers for one supervisor, thus the supervisor had to find additional teachers in other schools outside the 3 schools that are his responsibility, for this on average it will involve 7 other VHS for the academic supervision. The confirmation made on P2 also stated the same thing regarding the responsibilities of each supervisor.

This shows that the supervisor feels more conditioned as a managerial supervisor for the 3 target schools, rather than as an academic supervisor who has to foster 7 schools which is actually also his responsibility. The meaning that can be put forward is that visits are generally more of managerial supervision, while academic supervision is relatively neglected because of the plurality of fields of study in each school visited. Confirmation made to P2 was done by asking questions about filling out the supervision instrumentation form, P2 stated,


Therefore we must be smart in dealing with technology ... that is why to become a supervisor, outstanding teachers are needed, principals who excel and also have a certificate of supervision, and not just enter- WMJ2P2)
Perception P2 can be interpreted as the implementation of academic supervision is carried out carelessly and apprehensively. This perception at the same time strengthens the prevailing opinion that the arrival of a supervisor is just a matter of asking for a signature, or simply to fulfill the supervisor's personal interests, not as a coaching visit. Another meaning that can also be taken from P2's statement is that due to the far distribution of schools and teachers, supervisors take shortcuts without wanting to be busy having to visit directly to schools. Further perceptions from P1 and P2 regarding the implementation of academic supervision in schools for which they are responsible, P1 stated,

(Supervisors come to school without confirmation, in the early days of supervision there was a global schedule without any stipulated visiting days, which obviously worked at least twice a month. It could be that for different weeks the visit was made on different days. This attitude was taken so that the teacher who was found also varied, not the same teacher.

7 schools ... 40 teachers ... it's just that sometimes in one year the implementation did not have the opportunity to finish the 40 teachers

Through clinical supervision, through interviews to find out the weaknesses of the teacher concerned, then find solutions. There is also something that is done using an instrument approach, namely by looking at the teacher's teaching tools, then we set their scores by referring to the standard process, after which we are given input on how it should be-WMD2P1).

The results of the interviews presented were compiled from the three topics put forward by P1. The first topic was related to the pattern of P1 visits to schools which were carried out suddenly without any confirmation to stakeholders, this was intended so that the teachers met were varied. While the second topic is related to the distribution of teachers in a plot that is distributed across a number of schools, so that the process of supervision, especially coaching in academic supervision, is difficult to do optimally. Even in one year, sometimes the coaching of the 40 teachers is not fulfilled. The third topic expressed by P1 is related to the pattern of implementation in coaching. P1 tries to apply various patterns of approaches to teachers.

The confirmation was made to P2 regarding the three topics revealed by P1, basically, P2 also did the same thing. Regarding school visits, P2 also makes impromptu visits or unscheduled visits. As for the third topic, the same thing was also responded to directly by P2's opinion which stated that it was difficult to complete the coaching of the 40 teachers.

The triangulation carried out on S1 and S2 is found to support what was previously stated. Perception of S1 states, "... supervisors just come to visit, look around then fill in the data that he has visited the school .. then just leave .. yes, just ask for an autograph" (WDMS1). Meanwhile, S2 has the perception that "... if the supervisor comes to school it will not add value to the teacher or school" (WFZS2).

Results of Participant Observation
The results of the observations made on the supervision process are basically the same in principle as what the informants say. Observation is carried out by placing the researcher himself as a passive participant, that is, by participating in the field or school just observing. Apart from that, informally the researchers also visited the VHS and then engaged in informal conversations with teachers and school principals.

The results obtained indicate that the implementation of supervision is carried out randomly, without adequate preparation, so that supervisors themselves find it difficult to define whether they are currently or will be carrying out academic supervision or managerial supervision. The results of the observations also looked at the actions of supervisors who acted more as interrogators than as supervisors. Supervisors are more likely to monitor than motivators. The pattern of coaching that is carried out is not serious. This attitude appears in the opinion of researchers as a result of supervisors not preparing and planning what will be done properly, so the important thing is to do "something" as a supervisor. Even more worrying is the existence of schools or areas of expertise, which are rarely visited by supervisors because the supervisors are not managerial supervisors in the area of expertise.
Results of Document Study
The results of the review of supervisory documents, especially regarding the implementation process of academic supervision, show that the supervisory documents presented in P1 and P2 are relatively adequate. This completeness is viewed from the aspect of adequacy, however, the main document needed cannot be shown, namely the document regarding the annual work plan or semester of the supervisor in carrying out the task. Supervisors have documents such as performance appraisal instrument forms, teacher competency assessment forms, learning tools completeness forms as well as assessment reports and monitoring results reports, but they do not have structured planning when it will be implemented.

Discussion on the Supervision Process and Constraints that Occur in Supervision
The supervision process includes a number of aspects which are essentially a professional assistance process, as a control so that each planned element runs according to the agreed or established standards (Triastuti, 2017). Kaufman (2010) states that supervision in the scope of education is a process of developing and maintaining professional competence and school functions. Supervision is a collaborative process between supervisors and teachers and principals (Stacey et al., 2017; Saleh, 2019; Sitaasih, 2020,), which is carried out on an ongoing basis (Sukayana, Yudana, & Divayana, 2019). This collaboration is primarily aimed at the growth and enhancement of school, academic and managerial abilities, so that through the supervision process, program continuity and development can take place well (Tsui et al., 2017; Wartabone, 2021).

The results of the study actually show the low professionalism of school supervisors and the low appreciation of the school supervisor profession, of course, this becomes an obstacle in improving the quality of academic supervision. Other findings also show that it is very difficult for supervisors to distinguish between the academic supervision process and the managerial supervision process. This is a complication caused by a number of factors that have been recorded, such as (1) Supervisors do not understand or care about academic supervision or managerial supervision; (2) The supervisor is working without a good work program, or the program may exist but is invalid; (3) Motivation of supervisors is low; (4) There are too many school variants; (5) Weak control mechanism; (6) The report is not substantially analyzed by the education office; (7) Supervisor visits are carried out as if without a plan, the pattern of guidance is not optimal; (8) The distribution of supervisors is not evenly distributed so that supervisors force themselves to foster teachers who are not their respective fields. The eight points put forward show low commitment and a lack of seriousness on duty.

Another obstacle found in supervision is those related to competency demands that must be met (Zepeda, & Ponticell, 2018), as stated in the Supervisory Workbook and in the Supervisory Quality Standards book (Zulfikar, & Ibrahim, 2017: Zulfiani, Thaha, & Mahmud, 2021). Supervisors must also be more intense in mobilizing the activities of the School Supervisory Work Meeting, as a forum to increase their professionalism. However, all of this is closely related to the ‘row material’ of the supervisors themselves, as long as recruitment is not addressed, this will remain a stumbling block in mobilizing supervisors and supervisors (Zuchowski, 2016). The solution offered in addressing the problem of supervisor recruitment (a special case at the Padang City Education Office) is the need for a breakthrough or renewal of the supervisor recruitment pattern. Recruitment is carried out based on a position auction pattern, each supervisory candidate who meets the stipulated requirements and requirements is required to go through a special ‘auction’ session such as the presentation of the vision, mission, and testing or supervision simulation. The vision, mission stated is a contract that will be accounted for each year. For supervisors who fail to fulfill the contract, they are willing to accept the consequences laid down against them.

Conclusions
The process of supervision, especially academic supervision, takes place in conditions that are not favorable or not in accordance with the standards set by government regulations, especially in relation to a number of constraints such as the low ability of supervisors and also the low professionalism of supervisors. The professionalism of school supervisors is low, resulting in low appreciation of the supervisory profession. The constraints that occurred were basically the result of improper recruitment patterns and were exacerbated by weak control mechanisms.
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